The ability to quickly categorize visual scenes is critical to daily life, allowing us to identify our whereabouts and to navigate from one place to another. Rapid scene categorization relies heavily on the kinds of objects scenes contain; for instance, studies have shown that recognition is less accurate for scenes to which incongruent objects have been added, an effect usually interpreted as evidence of objects' general capacity to activate semantic networks for scene categories they are statistically associated with. Essentially all real-world scenes contain multiple objects, however, and it is unclear whether scene recognition draws on the scene associations of individual objects or of object groups. To test the hypothesis that scene recognition is steered, at least in part, by associations between object groups and scene categories, we asked observers to categorize briefly-viewed scenes appearing with object pairs that were semantically consistent or inconsistent with the scenes. In line with previous results, scenes were less accurately recognized when viewed with inconsistent versus consistent pairs. To understand whether this reflected individual or group-level object associations, we compared the impact of pairs composed of mutually related versus unrelated objects; i.e., pairs, which, as groups, had clear associations to particular scene categories versus those that did not. Although related and unrelated object pairs equally reduced scene recognition accuracy, unrelated pairs were consistently less capable of drawing erroneous scene judgments towards scene categories associated with their individual objects. This suggests that scene judgments were influenced by the scene associations of object groups, beyond the influence of individual objects. More generally, the fact that unrelated objects were as capable of degrading categorization accuracy as related objects, while less capable of generating specific alternative judgments, indicates that the process by which objects interfere with scene recognition is separate from the one through which they inform it.
Introduction
It has often been demonstrated that the context in which objects are viewed can strongly influence how accurately they are recognized. Objects are more readily recognized when viewed in the context of other objects with which they commonly co-occur, and when embedded in scenes of the category they are typically found in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . For example, a briefly presented fire hydrant is more readily recognized when presented against an urban streetscape background than when placed in a pastoral setting.
At the same time, it is intuitive that judgments of scenes' own categories are influenced by the kinds of objects they contain. To a certain extent this must intuition must be correct, since some types of scenes are essentially defined on the basis of their containing a single object type: a bedroom is a bedroom because it contains a bed, for instance. Even beyond such definitional situations, however, the statistical regularities of visual environments means that even those objects that do not define a scene category may still be informative of a scene's identity [15] . For instance, although consumer-grade coffee makers may be found in many different types of scenes, including offices and waiting rooms, they are most often encountered in kitchens, and it is therefore more likely that a room containing one is a kitchen than a member of any other category, all other factors being equal. It is therefore not surprising that the removal of informative objects from scenes can hamper scene categorization [16] , as can the accidental presence or intentional insertion of incongruent objects [8, 9, [17] [18] [19] .
Considerable theoretical and experimental effort has been devoted to understanding how recognition of objects is sculpted by their scene context [20] [21] [22] . Although the mechanism by which objects influence scene recognition has received somewhat less attention, it has generally been attributed to the activation by salient objects of schemata or context frames of scene categories they are statistically associated with [8, 20] . One complicating factor, however, is the fact that essentially all real-world scenes contain multiple objects, each one of which is theoretically capable of activating the context frame of the scene most closely associated with it. Previous research demonstrates that the insertion into scenes of pairs of objects that are either both consistent or inconsistent with the scene has no greater effect on scene categorization accuracy than insertion of a single consistent or inconsistent object [9] , suggesting that multiple objects are ultimately ''distilled'' into unified scene schemata. But how does this unification take place?
One straightforward possibility is that each object in a multiobject scene independently triggers the context frame of its associated scene, if any. (Whether the proximal triggers are extracted labels for objects' semantic identities or simply their visual features is not important for present purposes.) From the resulting pool of activated schemata a ''winner'' is identified according to some set of criteria (e.g., the context frame receiving the most single object ''votes'', the one with the greatest peak association across the object pool, etc.), perhaps applied as a part of an iterative winnowing process. For scenes in which all objects are associated with the same scene, this process terminates quickly; in the somewhat more interesting case of scenes containing objects with conflicting associations, it may take somewhat longer. Regardless of the exact selection criteria involved, a core characteristic of any such mechanism is that it will inevitably produce an active scene schema so long as one of the objects possesses a statistical scene association exceeding some threshold. Because schemata are initially triggered and subsequently selected on the basis of their associations with individual objects, we shall refer to this as item-level schemata triggering.
A potential alternative to this process is one in which context frames are not triggered by the statistical scene associations of individual objects, but by the statistical associations of object groups. For example, a judgment of ''office'' for a scene containing a computer and a coffee maker might arise not from some operations on the scene schemata the objects individually activate (''office'' and ''kitchen'', respectively), but from the activation of the single schema most closely associated with the ''computer and coffee maker'' combination. We shall refer to this process as group-level schemata triggering.
At first, the distinction we draw between item-and group-level schema activation may appear to be one without a substantive difference, inasmuch as both produce a single activated schema whose identity is dependent on the suite of objects visible in a scene. Indeed, under most circumstances we expect the two processes to produce the same outcome; in the trivial case of a scene containing a single object, they are logically identical. There is a critical difference, however. As already stated, the item-level model will always result in an active schema as long as a scene contains at least one object possessing a suprathreshold statistical association with a scene category (or, more properly, a peak of suprathreshold prominence in its profile of associations across all scene categories). In contrast, the group-level model leaves open the possibility that some groups of objects may fail to trigger any schemata at all, even when individual objects within them are strongly associated with one scene category or another. This might be expected to occur when, for instance, a scene contains two objects that appear together so rarely as to negate the possibility that either of their individual scene associations has any validity. In other words, the group-level model takes into account not just the statistical relationships between objects and scenes when activating schemata, but also the statistical relationships of the objects to each other to discern whether any schema is even warranted. The ability of group-level triggering to return a ''null schema'' is potentially useful. Consider, for instance, the problem of discerning the category identity of an unfamiliar room being used by a home's occupants for storage, and hence containing an odd assemblage of objects that includes a large filing cabinet and a spare refrigerator. Let us assume that these two objects are situated near enough to each other that both are captured by an observer's initial glance into the room. Although these objects might individually be strongly associated with the categories of ''office'' and ''kitchen'', respectively, the very strength of these disparate associations means that the two are rarely, if ever, observed together and therefore that a room containing both of them is relatively unlikely to belong to either category. Under the itemlevel model, schemata for each scene category are nonetheless activated and winnowed down to a single survivor, the presence of which potentially impedes arrival at the final judgment that the rooms is, in fact, neither a kitchen nor an office. In contrast, under the group-level model the absence of any scene associated with the filing cabinet/refrigerator pair can be expected to result in the generation of no object-based schema at all. This graceful failure means that the results of any ensuing detailed search of the room's contents will not have to compete with the strong individual scene associations of the salient objects, enhancing both the speed and accuracy of the scene's recognition relative to the item-level model. Because non-object features of scenes, such as global properties like texture and spatial layout, provide information about scene category that may in fact be temporally prioritized over objects during scene recognition [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and may even sculpt perception of the objects themselves, we acknowledge that the benefit arising from the availability of a null schema may be minimal if one of the objects in a scene is clearly semantically incompatible with the scene's global properties. However, in situations where global properties provide comparatively little information about scene identity, as is often the case when distinguishing between categories of indoor rooms [30] , the capacity of group-level triggering to use object-object statistical associations to avoid activation of implausible scene schemata is likely valuable.
The goal of the present study was to seek evidence that scene schemata are activated, at least in part, by objects evaluated as groups. In an experimental design adapted from two previous studies of the influence of objects on scene recognition [8, 9] , observers viewed briefly-presented pairs of objects followed by complete scenes, whose identities observers were asked to determine. Previous work has demonstrated that recognition of scenes accompanied by pairs of objects that are inconsistent with the scenes but episodically related to each other (i.e., associated with the same scene) suffers relative to that of scenes accompanied by pairs composed of objects that are both consistent with the scenes they accompany [9] . In the present study, we extended this research by examining the impact on recognition of pairs consisting of objects that were inconsistent with the accompanying scene and also unrelated to each other. These were pairs which, evaluated as groups, were only weakly associated with any particular scene category, even though their constituent objects, evaluated as individuals, had strong scene associations. Based on this dissociation, we predicted that any degree of group-level triggering of scene schemata would be evident as a significantly smaller impact on scene recognition by inconsistent pairs composed of unrelated objects versus pairs composed of related objects. As reported below, we obtained conflicting results: while related and unrelated pairs produced similar numbers of errors, consistent with item-level triggering, they produced differing patterns of errors, consistent with group-level triggering. We reconcile this conflict by proposing that the effect of objects on scene recognition is brought about by separate disruptive and constructive processes that differ in their balance of item-versus group-level processing of objects.
Methods

Ethics Statement
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Experiment 1
Participants. Participants were 20 Boston College undergraduate students, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli. Scene stimuli were 48 color photographs (6406480 pixel resolution) of easily identified scene categories, collected from the internet; there was one image per scene category. Objects were 96 color photographs of decontextualized objects, composed of two objects associated with each scene category. Scene categories and their associated objects are listed in Table 1 . Grid-scrambled versions of all object and scene images were generated to serve as masks. Participants' heads were positioned by a chinrest such that scenes subtended 17.2u613u. Each object was scaled isotropically such that its longer cardinal axis subtended 6.75u. Objects were shown in pairs (see below for details) in which each object was centered 5.4u to the left or right of the vertical meridian; object masks were centered on the same positions.
Procedure. Each trial consisted of a pair of objects and a scene viewed in rapid succession. Objects in each pair could be 1) related to each other and consistent with the scene (referred to hereafter as related-consistent pairs), 2) related to each other but inconsistent with the scene (related-inconsistent) or 3) unrelated to each other and inconsistent with the scene (unrelated-inconsistent) ( Figure 1A ). No ''unrelated-consistent'' condition was used because one cannot logically be constructed; two objects that are unrelated to each other cannot, by our definition of relatedness, both be consistent with the same scene category. Similarly, we did not use any pair in which one object was consistent with the scene but the other was inconsistent, since this would have left the relationship between the pair and the scene indeterminate.
Each trial was initiated by the participant with a button press made while s/he fixated a central white cross. A pair of objects was then shown for 80 ms, followed by a pair of object masks for 80 ms, a scene for 80 ms, and a scene mask for 80 ms ( Figure 1B) . Immediately after the scene mask, a text box appeared on the screen into which participants were instructed to type the identity of the scene as quickly as possible. This procedure closely follows the design of Davenport [9] , with two notable exceptions. First, we used unrelated-inconsistent pairs in addition to related-consistent and related-inconsistent. Second, whereas Davenport [9] embedded objects in scenes, in the present experiment they were shown immediately before scenes. This asynchrony was used to emphasize the relationship between objects in pairs by temporally severing relationships between object in pairs and scenes' endogenous objects.
Each participant performed 48 trials in each of 2 blocks, within which there were an equal number of related-consistent, unrelated-consistent, unrelated-inconsistent, and ''mask'' trials in which object pairs were replaced by pairs of object masks. Each of the 48 scene exemplars and 96 object exemplars was shown exactly once in each block, and therefore appeared in only one of the four condition types. The type of condition that each object and scene appeared in was the same in both blocks, but trials in each block followed a different random sequence. Objects and scenes were assigned to each condition type according to a series of three-way groupings of scene categories. Figure 1A contains an example of one such grouping, composed of the scene categories ''beach'', ''gym'', and ''supermarket''. To form related-inconsistent trials, a scene was selected from each group and the two objects associated with one of the other scenes in the group was assigned to it; to form unrelated-inconsistent trials, a scene was selected and one object from each of the other two scene categories in the group were assigned to it. The three-way scene groupings were adopted as a tractable solution to the problem of ensuring that each object was shown exactly once in each block. However, because some objects could be considered somewhat consistent with more than one scene (e.g., a grocery bag might be considered consistent with both a supermarket and a kitchen), it was not practical to generate new random groupings for each participant. Instead, groupings were optimized to make certain that all objects were either distinctly related or unrelated with scenes they could appear with, and kept fixed across participants. Any bias introduced by these fixed groupings was tempered by the fact that only 25% of participants viewed any particular object/ scene pairing. That is, although a photo of a gym was always preceded by a pair consisting of a beach ball and a shopping cart whenever it was selected to be shown as a part of an unrelatedinconsistent trial, it was only selected to serve in that role for 25% of participants; the remaining participants saw the gym as a part of a related-consistent trial, as a part of a related-inconsistent trial, or as a part of a mask trial, in equal proportions. When appearing in an unrelated-inconsistent trial, each scene was only ever shown with one of the four possible unrelated object pairs. For instance, all participants who saw the image of a gym as a part of an unrelated-inconsistent trial only saw it accompanied by the beach ball/shopping cart object pair (i.e., objects from the beach and supermarket categories), and never with the logically eligible umbrella/grocery bag, etc., pairs. Similarly, scenes in relatedinconsistent trials only ever appeared with objects from one of the other two scene categories in each three-way grouping. These restrictions were necessary to avoid some scene/object combinations whose consistency was potentially ambiguous.
To determine scene recognition accuracy, scene responses entered by each participant were manually compared to a list of category names generated by that participant in a naming session that came at the end of his or her experiment session, in which s/ he was allowed to view each scene by itself for an unlimited time before naming it. Scoring was blind to trial type.
Experiment 2
As detailed in the Results, Experiment 1 revealed potentially informative differences in the types of errors produced by unrelated-and related-inconsistent trials, specifically the relative proportions of erroneous category judgments that matched the scene category associated with objects in each pair. Experiment 2 was designed to boost the overall rate at which this particular type of error was committed by limiting participant's response options. This was accomplished by reducing the stimulus set to include only four categories of scenes, and switching to a forced-choice task.
Participants. Participants were 18 Boston College undergraduate students, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli. Scene stimuli were 20 exemplars each of kitchens, bathrooms, offices and gyms. These categories were all used in Experiment 1. Object stimuli were images of 24 different objects associated with each of the four scene categories (Table 2 ). This expansion of the object set relative to Experiment 1 was due to our inability to acquire, for each of the two objects associated with each scene category in Experiment 1, 12 exemplars that we felt were of sufficient quality for the experiment. However, a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals no obvious systematic differences in the strength of scene associations of the objects used in Experiments 1 and 2. All images were shown in grayscale to avoid providing global color cues to scene identity; this was not a concern in Experiment 1 owing to the greater number of scene categories used, and the single repetition of each. Procedure. Stimulus trials contained the same sequence of events as in Experiment 1, except that scenes were shown for only 64 ms, which pilot studies showed produced a significant reduction in accuracy relative to the 80 ms presentation time used in Experiment 1. In addition, the presentation time for object pairs was shortened to 32 ms to reduce the possibility that participants could complete the task by ignoring scenes and paying attention solely to objects. Presentation times for masks were the same as in Experiment 1. Finally, the open response used in Experiment 1 was replaced by a four-alternative forced-choice. Participants were presented with a list of the four scene categories, labeled A-D, from which they selected their judgments. The order of names was randomized for each trial. Using the same nomenclature as Experiment 1, all trials were related-consistent, related-inconsistent, or unrelated-inconsistent. There was no ''mask'' trial type. Each participant performed a total of 200 judgments across all trial types.
Statistical analyses. Because they were attached to distinct hypotheses, all t-tests presented for both experiments were onetailed unless otherwise noted.
Results
Experiment 1
Average scene recognition accuracies for each condition type are presented in Figure 2 . A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition type (F(3,57) = 8.75, p = 0.00007). Post-hoc tests showed that scene recognition accuracy was significantly lower in related-inconsistent trials than in relatedconsistent trials (Tukey HSD, p,0.01), replicating previous results obtained with inconsistent objects that were embedded in scenes [8, 9] . The lower accuracy on related-inconsistent trials is consistent with the general idea that the associations of objects with particular scene categories activated scene schemata that interfered with recognition of the subsequent actual scenes. It does not tell us, however, whether the interfering schemata were activated by objects evaluated as individuals or jointly as groups. To address this, we compared accuracy on related-inconsistent trials to accuracy on unrelated-inconsistent trials. Individual objects in these two trial types were equivalently associated with their respective scene categories, but pairs in related-consistent trials were clearly associated with a scene category while pairs in unrelated-inconsistent trials were not. Thus if the degraded scene recognition accuracy we observed with related-inconsistent pairs stemmed, at least in part, from schemata triggered by object groups, we expected accuracy to be less degraded by unrelatedinconsistent pairs.
This prediction was not borne out: recognition accuracy with unrelated-inconsistent objects was actually numerically lower than accuracy with related-inconsistent objects, although this difference was not statistically significant (Tukey HSD, p.0.05). This suggests that it was only the associations of individual objects with scene categories that controlled pairs' capacity to interfere with recognition of subsequent scenes. Thus, the comparison of total error rates provides no evidence for group-level triggering of scene schemata.
A potentially different picture emerged, however, when we examined the patterns of errors produced by inconsistent pairs. Both related-and unrelated-inconsistent trials generated abovechance numbers of ''intrusions'', erroneous scene judgments that matched the category associated with one (for unrelated-inconsistent trials) or both (for related-consistent trials) of the objects in a pair [8, 9] . Consistent with previous studies, intrusions were relatively rare, with participants committing an average of 2.6 intrusions over the combined 48 trials that involved inconsistent pairs. However, intrusions accounted for 28.3% of total errors committed on these trials, far exceeding that expected from random guessing, even after making the generous and unsupportable assumption that participants somehow limited their guesses to the 48 scene categories tested (chance intrusion rate for related objects = 1/47, or 2.1%; chance rate for unrelated objects = 2/47, 4.2%).
What is particularly noteworthy, however, is that intrusions were not equally distributed between related-and unrelatedconsistent trials. While the small number of intrusions committed by individual participants made a group-level comparison of intrusion rates difficult (13 of 20 participants committed either one or zero intrusions), after pooling errors across participants we found that intrusions accounted for 30 of 81 errors committed on related-inconsistent trials (37.0%), but only 21 of 99 errors committed on unrelated-inconsistent trials (21.2%). This difference in frequencies was significant (x 2 (1,180) = 5.49, p = 0.019; p-value is slightly conservative because the test does not take into account the theoretically higher chance intrusion rate to be expected from unrelated-inconsistent trials). This suggests that while unrelated pairs may have been as capable as related pairs of drawing scene judgments away from the actual category of the subsequent scene, as shown by equivalent total error rates, they were significantly less capable of drawing scene judgments towards the scene categories associated with their objects. It is worth noting that while each scene in the second block was preceded by the same object pair that preceded it in the first block, any ability of participants to anticipate scenes in the second block based on memory for the objects appearing with them in the first block should only have reduced our ability to detect differences in intrusion rates between conditions by reducing the overall rate of intrusions.
Thus while equivalent total error rates between related-and unrelated-inconsistent pairs was inconsistent with our group-level hypothesis of schema activation, the intrusion imbalance is exactly what one would expect from group-level activation: pairs consisting of objects that were associated with the same scene and therefore as groups had strong scene associations were better able to bias decisions towards their associated categories than pairs composed of objects that were associated with different scenes and therefore as groups had comparatively weak associations with any particular scene category. (This is not the only possible interpretation of the differing intrusion rates, as outlined in the Discussion.) However, because the low number of errors in general and of intrusions in particular forced us to pool errors across participants to conduct this analysis, the difference in intrusion rates may have been driven by a small subset of participants. Thus, a second experiment was conducted with a separate group of participants to measure the generality of the intrusion imbalance.
Experiment 2
This experiment was similar to Experiment 1, but included two changes to increase the number of scene recognition errors committed by participants. First, scene presentation time was reduced to 64 ms, which in a pilot study produced a significant reduction in recognition accuracy relative to the 80 ms presentation time used in Experiment 1. Second, only a total of four scene categories were used, with participants' task taking the form of a four-alternative forced-choice. We reasoned that restricting the scene set in this way would enhance error rates by maintaining a high level of priming for all four scene options. At the same time, the design also reduced the presentation time of object pairs to 32 ms to reduce as much as possible participants' conscious awareness of them, thereby reducing the probability that intrusions might result from conscious weighing of objects' identity. Only three trial types were employed: related-consistent, related-inconsistent, and unrelated-inconsistent.
As in Experiment 1, ANOVA showed a significant effect of trial type on scene recognition accuracy (F(2,51) = 6.24, p = 0.0047), and post hoc tests confirmed that accuracy was significantly higher in related-consistent trials than in both related-inconsistent and unrelated-inconsistent trials (p,0.05 for both). Given the nearsubliminal presentation times of object pairs, the greater accuracy with consistent objects is not likely to have been an outcome of ''guesses'' based on conscious awareness of objects' identities. Also consistent with Experiment 1, accuracies in related-and unrelatedinconsistent trials were essentially identical, at 54.3% and 54.6% ( Figure 3A) .
If categorization errors were outcomes of random guessing, intrusions should have been 33.33% of errors committed on related-inconsistent trials, because 1 of the 3 possible error judgments on each trial matched the scene category associated with the object pair. Similarly, guessing should have resulted in intrusions for 66.67% of errors committed on unrelated-inconsistent trials, for which 2 of the 3 possible error judgments matched the scene category associated with one of the objects. Partly reflecting the shorter object presentation time used in this experiment, but also likely the high steady-state priming of nonintrusion error categories, intrusion rates for both conditions were closer to their respective chance rates than in Experiment 1. However, while intrusion rates in related-inconsistent trials remained significantly above chance (single-sample t-test, t(17) = 3.35, p = 0.002), intrusion rates fell to chance for unrelated-inconsistent trials (t(17) = 0.45, p = 0.33), consistent with the intrusion imbalance observed in Experiment 1 ( Figure 3B ). Thus as in Experiment 1, while unrelated-inconsistent pairs were as capable as related-inconsistent pairs at inducing errors, their errors were indistinguishable from random guessing, whereas errors committed on related-inconsistent trials showed evidence of object-triggered scene schemata. When directly compared, the excess intrusion rate (i.e., after subtracting the chance rate) observed with related-inconsistent pairs showed a marginally significant increase over the excess intrusion rate observed with unrelated-inconsistent pairs (t(18) = 1.49, p = 0.077).
Discussion
Although a number of theoretical/computational and experimental studies have shown that scene categories are statistically associated with distinct sets of global properties, and that observers can make category judgments based on these properties [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , many categories of scenes share global properties to the extent that they can only be practically distinguished from each other on the basis of their object contents. This is particularly clear for many indoor scene categories, but extends to some types of outdoor scenes as well: the distinction, for instance, between a prairie and a farmstead is based upon the presence in the latter of cows, barns, and tractors, etc. Recognizing that not only the identities of objects in scenes but also the relationships among those objects carry information about scene identity, we asked whether simultaneously-viewed objects activate scene schemata as individuals, or as groups. Building upon the previous result that scenes are less accurately recognized when accompanied by objects that are inconsistent with them [8, 9, 17] , we predicted that group-level schema generation would be evident as a significant reduction in the negative impact of inconsistent object pairs when the pairs were poorly associated with any particular scene category, while the scene associations of individual objects within those pairs were held constant.
Against this prediction, in both Experiments 1 and 2 we found that scene recognition accuracy was as negatively impacted by unrelated-inconsistent pairs as by related-inconsistent pairs. Under the assumption that the magnitude of inconsistent pairs' impact on recognition of subsequently-viewed scenes was proportional to pairs' ability to activate scene schemata, these results suggest that the relationships between objects in pairs did not affect their ability to do so. This result is therefore consistent with item-level schemata activation.
This interpretation is complicated, however, by the pattern of errors we observed. Insofar as the equivalent impact of relatedand unrelated-inconsistent pairs on total error counts suggests that they were equally capable of activating scene schemata that competed with actual scenes, they should have produced essentially equal numbers of intrusions -erroneous judgments of scene category matching the scene associated with one or both of each pair's objects. This was not the case: intrusions in both Experiments 1 and 2 were less common in unrelated-inconsistent trials than in related-inconsistent trials. In contrast to the inference drawn from the equivalent total error rates, this intrusion imbalance suggests that unrelated pairs were less capable of activating scene schemata than related pairs. This is consistent with group-level schemata activation.
Thus while a consideration of total error rates suggests that the ability of inconsistent pairs to trigger scene schema was independent of within-pair object relationship, consistent with item-level schemata activation, a comparison between of intrusion rates suggests that schemata triggering did depend upon object relatedness, consistent with group-level schemata activation. Which of these apparently conflicting results is more pertinent? As already mentioned, the support that the equivalence of total error rates offers to item-level schemata generation is predicated on the assumption that excess errors committed with inconsistent pairs (i.e., error counts beyond those observed with consistent objects) reflected activation by those pairs of schemata that competed with subsequent scenes. In contrast, the evidence offered by intrusion rates for group-level activation requires no such assumption: inasmuch as intrusions, by definition, involve participants' endorsements of specific scene categories, they provide direct positive evidence of differences in the capacities of related and unrelated pairs to present scene schemata to decision processes. Given this distinction, we believe that relative intrusion rates are more directly relevant to our hypothesis, even if we did not consider them so at the outset of our experiment.
However, while intrusion rates provide strong evidence that unrelated pairs were less capable of presenting object-evoked schemata to decision processes, it is fair to ask whether this difference necessarily reflects group-level schemata activation. For instance, could the lower intrusion rates produced by unrelatedinconsistent pairs, instead of resulting from those pairs' relative incapacity to activate unitary schemata at the group level, simply have resulted from decay from short-term memory of multiple item-evoked schemata during the interval between object and scene presentation? To answer this question, let us assume that each unrelated pair activated a pair of schemata that were each as viable at the moment of their activation as the single schema activated by a related pair. We acknowledge that, given some fixed probability that any single activated schema might be forgotten during the object/scene asynchrony, the probability of at least one activated schema being forgotten would necessarily be greater for unrelated pairs than related pairs. By itself, though, this greater loss probability would not be sufficient to explain the lower intrusion rate with unrelated pairs. This is because genuine intrusions (i.e., those not arising from random guesses) only require survival of a single object-activated schema. Thus even if the odds of losing an activated schema were greater for unrelated pairs, any such loss would simply have put those pairs on equal footing with related pairs, which could only have activated single schemata to begin with. The fact that unrelated pairs actually produced fewer intrusions therefore necessarily means that they presented decision processes with numerically fewer active schemata than related pairs did, on average. This is difficult to square with memorial decay, since it would require those pairs activating the greater number of schemata initially (unrelated pairs, which could have activated 2 schemata versus only 1 for related pairs) to result in fewer active schemata at decision time. This would be akin to a participant in a typical short-term memory experiment being less likely to recall at least one item from a large study array than from a small study array. Particularly in light of evidence that shortterm memory has a capacity for at least 3 items [31] , we therefore consider it more likely that the lower number of object-activated schemata available to decision processes following unrelated pairs reflects their relative incapacity to trigger schemata to begin with.
A related explanation is that multiple item-activated schemata arising from unrelated pairs simply ''cancelled'' each other. (This cancellation need not have been a time-dependent process, and thus is technically not memory-related.) Our data do not allow us to exclude this possibility. However, our experiments were not designed to offer full proof of group-level processing of objects during scene recognition. Instead, they were designed to assess the viability of the group-level hypothesis by testing the basic prediction that recognition errors should vary with the relationship between items in object ensembles. The intrusion imbalance we observed is consistent with this prediction, although it demands future experiments to confirm its source. Nevertheless, the support our results offer for group-level schemata triggering is consistent with neuroimaging studies demonstrating the existence of specialized neural mechanisms for encoding multiple simultaneouslyviewed objects [32] [33] [34] [35] , and that scene categories are encoded by the human brain based on the co-occurrence probabilities of objects within them [15] .
Still another potential explanation for lower intrusion rates with unrelated pairs is that the unrelated objects interfered with participants' ability to recognize the objects themselves, thereby naturally degrading the capacity of each to trigger its associated scene schemata. However, rather than conflicting with our grouplevel hypothesis, we see this as a potential mechanism by which group-level schemata activation might be instantiated: betweenobject interference ensures that only those object sets that are internally consistent with respect to scene category are eligible to activate schemata. If this were true, though, then why did unrelated pairs produce any above-chance intrusions at all, as they did in Experiment 1? The simplest explanation is that not every unrelated pair resulted in equivalent recognition of both objects.
For instance, chance deviations in spatial attention to one object location or the other at the moment of object presentation may have occasionally led to only a single object from an unrelated pair being encoded, thereby negating any potential schema conflict. Any other factors producing an imbalance in the salience of objects in individual trials might similarly have converted the occasional unrelated pair into what was effectively a ''related'' pair (i.e., one with a single scene association).
Although the intrusion rate difference we observed between related and unrelated pairs that were inconsistent with scenes is consistent with group-level schema activation, it is fair to ask whether group-level schema activation has any consequence for scene recognition when objects are consistent with their scene, as they often are in the real world. Indeed, we observed that consistent pairs produced no significant benefit to scene recognition over scrambled-object masks, mirroring previous results with single objects [8] . This suggests that, in general, schemata activated by just one or two objects participate little in the recognition of scenes they are consistent with, even if they can significantly disrupt recognition of scenes they are inconsistent with. A direct answer to the question of the relevance of the groupversus item-level distinction to recognition of consistent scenes would require measurement of the effect of within-pair object relationship on intrusions committed against scenes which were consistent with the objects. Unfortunately, it is not logically possible to do so. By the pertinent definition of ''related'', a pair that is consistent with a scene is composed of objects that are related to each other. The absence of a fully factorial experiment design in our experiments thus reflects the fact that the pair-scene consistency and within-pair object relatedness are not independent variables. Owing to this, any possible effect of within-pair relatedness can only be observed against the backdrop of inconsistent scenes. We admit, though, that this experimental constraint does not negate the possibility that the group-versus item-level distinction is moot when objects are consistent with scenes, and concede that this may very well be the case. However, while consistency between scenes' object contents and non-object factors (such as global properties) is a common occurrence, it is not uncommon to encounter situations in which objects provide the only cues to a scene's identity. When a visitor explores an unfamiliar house, for example, the high degree of overlap between the global properties of many categories of indoor rooms [30] makes it unlikely that those properties will trigger distinct schemata for any of the categories of scenes likely to be encountered. As such, schemata triggered by objects would presumably be the only ones active, in which case the distinction between group-and item-level activation would certainly rise to relevance, as outlined in the Introduction.
Sources of scene categorization errors
Regardless of whether the source of the intrusion imbalance was group-level schemata activation or some other factor, how can the imbalance be reconciled with the consistently identical total error rates produced by related and unrelated pairs? Prior studies of the effect of objects on scene recognition have interpreted the negative effect of inconsistent objects on accuracy as an outcome of the activation by those objects of scene schemata which compete with that of the actual scene context [8, 9, 17, 20] , and we assumed the validity of this interpretation when we designed our experiments. If this interpretation were correct, however, then the essentially identical total error rates we observed with related-and unrelatedinconsistent pairs should have been accompanied by similarly equivalent intrusion rates. Instead, as we have already emphasized, intrusion rates were higher for related-inconsistent trials.
Inasmuch as intrusion rates provide a more direct measure of schemata activation, our data indicate that the interpretation of object-triggered scene categorization errors as outcomes of objectactivated schemata is incorrect. Instead, we propose that excess error rates with inconsistent objects reflected a generic unsigned ''conflict signal'' that was produced by any inconsistency between objects and subsequent scenes. The apparent independence of this signal from the ability of evoking objects to produce intrusions suggests that it reduced scene recognition accuracy by contributing uncertainty, not competing schemata, to the interpretation of subsequently-viewed scenes. In this context, intrusions resulted from opportunistic penetration of decision processes by objectactivated schemata after the conflict signal had already introduced sufficient uncertainty to the interpretation of the actual scene to trigger an error. In sum, we hypothesize that the apparent conflict between total errors and intrusions reflects two independent contributions of objects to scene categorization: a purely disruptive influence, mediated by the conflict signal, that was independent of within-pair object relationships and therefore appeared to evaluate objects individually, and a purely constructive influence, mediated by object-triggered schemata activation, that shows signs of evaluating objects as groups.
In pointing to separable disruptive and constructive pathways by which objects affect scene recognition, our results are consistent with a recent study showing that the negative effects of inconsistent objects on scene recognition accuracy can be explained by those objects' effects on scenes' global properties, such as spatial frequency spectra, rather than activation of semantic networks related to objects' identities [18] . Objects which are inconsistent with a scene were shown to distort the scene's low-level visual statistics, presumably moving them away from those typically associated with the scene's category. Because scene recognition has been shown previously to draw on global properties [23, [26] [27] [28] 36] , these distortions can be expected to reduce scene recognition accuracy without necessarily biasing global properties far enough to generate a scene judgment matching the scene associated with the inconsistent object. Because the source of error is in objects' low-level visual properties, the semantic relationship between a pair of inconsistent objects should have no impact on their capacity to reduce recognition accuracy. This is exactly what we observed in our experiments. Thus the ''conflict signal'' that we have hypothesized to explain our accuracy results may be embodied by inconsistent objects' low-level visual properties.
To our knowledge, ours is the first study to provide data directly testing the assumption that scene recognition errors induced by inconsistent objects result from objects' activation of competing schemata, even if it were not our intent to provide such data when our experiment was designed. Previous studies of the effects of single inconsistent objects on scene recognition [8, 17] did not offer a way to test this assumption because they could not independently vary objects' scene consistency and their potential for activating alternative schemata. Similarly, while Davenport [9] explored the effect of object pairs on scene recognition, as we did, that study only used pairs composed of related objects, and thus did not permit a comparison of the dependency of error and intrusion rates on between-object relationship while their consistency with scenes they were viewed with was held controlled. In fact, when intrusions were encountered in previous studies [8, 9] , they were considered evidence not of direct activation by objects of scene schemata, but of participants' ''guessing'' scenes' identities based on conscious awareness of and cogitation on objects' identity. Two aspects of our data suggest that this interpretation of intrusions was overly conservative. First, intrusions in our study were committed even when objects were presented essentially subliminally;
anecdotal debriefings of participants in Experiment 2 indicated that they had great difficulty naming any objects they had been shown. Second, and more important, the smaller intrusion rate produced by unrelated pairs is difficult to reconcile with any plausible guessing strategy: even if guess-prone participants were confused by unrelated pairs, it seems unlikely that their guesses would have systematically avoided the scene categories associated with the objects. Thus while we cannot rule out that some proportion of intrusions may have resulted from guessing, it seems unlikely that all did, and even less so that guessing could have produced the intrusion imbalance we observed.
While our data present a challenge to the idea that objects produce scene categorization errors via activation of competing schemata, a caveat to our interpretation is warranted. Unlike the previous studies we have discussed [8, 9] , objects in our study were shown immediately prior to scenes, rather than embedded in them. We employed this asynchronous design because the focus of our study was on how relationships between objects influence activation of scene schemata. If we had embedded objects in scenes, the tangle of relationships between them and scenes' endogenous objects would have made the practical difference between related-inconsistent and unrelated-inconsistent pairs vanishingly small; any effect of the relationship between the embedded objects would have been diluted by the much larger set of uniformly ''unrelated'' pairwise relationships between the embedded and endogenous objects. The object-scene asynchrony we used was intended to make within-pair relationships more salient by blocking, as much as possible, relationships between object pairs and scenes' endogenous objects. One consequence of this, however, is that the scenes in our experiment arguably did not amount to ''contexts'' for object pairs in the same way they would have had objected been embedded in them. The impact of this difference is unclear. However, the general agreement between our results and previous work in terms of differences in scene recognition between scene-consistent and inconsistent object pairs suggests that its importance is not great.
In conclusion, we found that the impact of scene-inconsistent object pairs on scene recognition depended on the relationship between objects, although not in the way that we predicted. While pairs that were composed of related and unrelated objects were equally capable of triggering errors in the categorization of subsequent scenes, unrelated object pairs were less capable of biasing erroneous scene judgments towards their associated scene category. The relative inability of unrelated pairs to attract scene judgments towards their associated scene categories is consistent with the hypothesis that scene schemata are triggered, at least in part, by objects evaluated as groups, rather than solely as individual items, though future experiments are necessarily to exclude alternative explanations. Regardless of the source of the intrusion imbalance, however, the fact that related and unrelated pairs produced essentially identical total error counts in spite of evidence for differing capacities to activate scene schemata suggests that excess scene categorization errors produced by scene-object inconsistency are not solely attributable to schema activation by objects. We propose instead that inconsistent objects hinder scene recognition by contributing a purely disruptive ''conflict signal'', potentially via a corrupting effect on scenes' global properties, that is independent of the cognitive mechanisms by which they may trigger scene schemata.
